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WHEREAS The Undergraduate Senate recently called a special election for December 4th and 5th, 2014

WHEREAS Article V Section 2.C.3, of the Joint Bylaws states, the Elections Commissioner "[s]hall be confirmed by the Association legislative bodies in the Spring Quarter by a 2/3 vote," and

WHEREAS The Association legislative bodies failed to confirm an Elections Commissioner in Spring Quarter

WHEREAS Because a new commissioner was not confirmed, Hunter Kodama remains Elections Commissioner

WHEREAS Hunter Kodama is no longer a Stanford student nor does he reside in California

WHEREAS The association is in need of an Elections Commissioner for this academic year

WHEREAS Hunter Kodama can no longer effectively perform his task as Elections Commissioner

WHEREAS Article I Section 2.B.5 of the Joint Bylaws states that “if any member of the Commission has failed to discharge her/his duties responsibly...the Association legislative bodies, by a ⅗ vote may remove the member in question from the Commission”

WHEREAS Article I Section 2.B.6 of the Joint Bylaws states that “any vacancies occurring on the Commission shall be filled by the Association legislative bodies by a ⅗ vote”

THEREFORE BE IT ENACTED BY THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE BODIES OF THIS ASSOCIATION:

THAT Hunter Kodama is removed from the Elections Commission

THAT Sajjan Sri-Kumar is appointed to the role of Elections Commissioner on the 2014-15 Elections Commission.